The paper studies the evaluation of regular path queries on semi-structured data, i.e. path queries of the form nd all objects reachable by path whose labels form a word in r where r is a regular expression. We use local information expressed in the form of path constraints in the optimization of path expression queries. These constraints are of the form r w where r is a regular language and w is a word; r w means that the answer to r from a given site is included in the answer to w. We call these constraints RW-path inclusions.
Introduction
Data which are available electronically range from structured data of databases to unstructured data as in text les. A great part of them are semi-structured data, that is data for which the structure is irregular (similar data often being representing with di erent structure in di erent source documents) or incomplete or even if a structure exists it is implicit. Moreover the structure sometimes rapidly evolves. It is di erent from traditional databases, relational or object-oriented, where all data are constrained by a prede ned schema. HTML documents are a good example of such semi-structured documents. A survey can be founded in 2] . The data models that have generally been adopted for semi-structured data are based on labelled directed graphs. Let us cite for instance the Object Exchange Model 10]. So, as a high level of abstraction, the World Wide Web, which is a large collection of semi-structured documents connected by hypertext links, can be considered as a nite labeled graph, nodes being pages and labelled edges being the hypertext links. The lack of knowledge about the structure leads to the research of appropriate query languages. Path queries form a class of browsing-style queries. Navigational queries expressed by regular expressions denoting paths in the graph have been considered in 2], 5], 8]. Unformally a regular path query, which is relative to some source page of a web instance is a question of the form \Find all objects reachable from the source page by paths whose labels form a word of the regular expression".
An extension of these (simple) path expressions by allowing label completion in path expression (for instance use of character to designate an arbitrary number of nearby edges in a path) have been proposed in Lorel 10] , the language for querying semi-structured data developped in the context of the Lore project and which is an extension of OQL 4], the query language of object-oriented databases. Path queries in graphs have also been investigated in 5] where some conjuncts of queries in databases of semi-structured data are regular path expressions. While being nite, the Web is very large and so taking use of local information can be a powerful optimization of path query evaluation. A kind of local information, called path constraints, has been introduced in 1]. Unformally such constraints are of the form the answer to a query p applied to a given site is included in the answer to another query q applied to the same site; they are denoted by p q. Path constraints are useful for path query optimization and for describing structure in the context of both semi-structured and structured data. They can express integrity constraints. In the context of object-oriented databases, extents constraints (as an example 9], a course taken by a student must be a course occuring in the database extent of courses) can be stated as word constraints (student taking course), i.e. constraints of the form p q where p and q are words.
Abiteboul and Vianu give the following example of path constraints :
CS-Department DB-group Member Ullman Classes-Taught cs345 = CS-Departement Courses cs345 CS-Department Back-to-CS = CS-Department CS-Department Faculty Publications .netscape cache 07
From the second constraint, the answer to the query CS-Department DB-group Member Ullman Back-to-CS will be equal to the answer to the query CS-Department. From a general point of view, the boundedness problem for (logic) programs is to decide whether a given recursive program is analogous to a non-recursive one. The problem is undecidable for general datalog programs 7] but some positive results have been established for example in 11]. The boundedness problem for regular path expressions is to decide whether, given a nite set of path constraints, a regular path is equivalent to a path query without recursion (equivalent to a nite set of query expressions using words). Abiteboul and Vianu in 1] have shown that when the path constraints are word equalities, the boundedness problem is decidable. The problem remains open for full path constraints, i.e. constraints of the form P Q, which means that the answers to the queries in P are included in the set of answers to the queries in Q. We consider here an intermediate notion between regular path inclusion and word path inclusion : P q where P is a regular expression and q is a word. It means that the answers to the queries in P are included in the answers to the query q. We call these inclusions Regular into Word path inclusion (RW-path inclusion for short). In the case of a deterministic context, as a word query would have a unique answer, the constraint P q could be seen as an \oriented" equality. Assume that we have the RW-path inclusion L v. For any word m of L, we have m L (the set of answers to query m is included in the set of answers to queries of L). From L v, we obtain m v and for any w, mw vw. And so, it is natural to look at this as a pre x rewriting mw ! vw using the (in nite) set of rewriting rules m ! v for m 2 L.
This point of view is developped in section 2.
Then to model what happens along some sequences of rewriting, in section 3 we de ne word automata miming such rewriting sequences. In section 4, using these automata, we show that the boundedness property is decidable for RW-path inclusions.
Preliminaries
We consider a simple abstraction of the Web as a set of objects (pages) linked by labeled edges (hypertext links A constraint p q holds at a given site if the answer to query p is included in the answer to query q applied to the same site. The path inclusion p q is called a word path inclusion if p; q are words.
(o; I) satis es a set E of path inclusions is denoted (o; I) j = E.
The fact that a nite set of path inclusions E implies a path inclusion p q is denoted by E j = p q.
7 !. Proposition 1 For each E and u; v 2 , E j = u v i u
The proof is exactly the same as the proof of lemma 3.4 in 1]. This proposition does not hold for full path constraints, i.e. constraints of the form P Q where P and Q are in nite regular languages. For F , we denote by Im(F ) = fw 0 2 = 9w 2 F such that w E 7 ! w 0 g. B uchi 3] has studied word rewriting systems that rewrite only at the end of words, that is to say ground rewriting systems for words. Speci cally, he has proved that the language obtained by all possible derivations from a word is recognizable. Dauchet and al. 6 ] have studied ground term rewriting systems ; they have introduced the notion of ground tree transducer (GTT) which point out the link between ground rewriting and automata. In particular, the rewriting relation E 7 ! is equivalent to a GTT so if F is a regular set of words then Im(F ) is also regular. In the processing of a pre x-rewriting of a word w, up to a given step, su xes of w have not yet been a ected by a rewriting rule, i.e they are still unchanged. The unread su x of w, at one step of the rewriting, will be the longest su x which veri es the previous property. The expected property of rewriting relation E ! is that any rewriting sequence can be decomposed into a sequence of direct rewriting such that, step after step, the length of the unread su x is strictly decreasing. It is the meaning of the following proposition. 
Notation:
For any deterministic automaton M, we denote by q: M w the state reached (if it exists) after the reading of word w from state q.
We consider a set L of labels fl In order to build the automaton D given in de nition 3 we rst build the product of the four automata (after their completion), and obtain an automaton recognizing the union L 1 L 2 R 1 R 2 . Notation From now, l i will be a notation for any l t i when its range t is not usefull. We introduce the morphism from ( L) onto which erases the symbols of L, i.e 8x 2 ; (x) = x and 8l 2 L; (l) = ". So, we have the following lemma :
We prove this lemma by induction on the number n of labels of L in w. 2 1 e e e e e e e e e w l 3 1 P P P P P P P P P P P P P P i as r i2 2 L i2 , there exists l i2 2 L such that s 0 : D r i1 l i1 m 1 l i2 is de ned and so on So any rewriting sequence can be associated with a read-reduce computation, and any read-reduce computation corresponds to available rewriting sequences. Instead of studying the rewriting sequences , we will consider the regular set of their associated read-reduce computations.
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The Boundedness Property of Regular Queries
Our problem is to decide whether, for a regular language P, a set of RW-path inclusions E, there exists a nite set T such that E j = P T. This property is called the boundedness property for (E; P). If P has this property w.r.t a set E, any word of P can be rewritten by E ! into a word of length less than a xed integer. This can be formalized as follows: De nition 4 The boundedness property for (E; P) is true , 9 2 IN; 8w 2 P 9w 0 such that w E ! w 0 ) jw 0 j < More precisely, taking into consideration the particular nature of our rewriting relation (pre x rewriting), we can give another formulation of this property. First, let introduce the language K, set of words which can be rewritten into a right-hand side of path inclusions. De nition 6 8w 2 ; f(w) = v if and only if v is the shortest su x of w such that w = u:v, u 2 (K + "). Proposition 6 F = ff(w) such that w 2 Pg is nite , the boundedness property for (E; P) is true Proof Let n 1 be an upper bound of the lengths of the words of F, and n 2 an upper bound of the lengths of the v i (right-hand sides of the path constraints of E). Obviously, we have P (K + ")F, so 8u 2 P; 9w 2 K + "; u 0 2 F such that u = wu 0 . So, there exists L i v i 2 E such that u E ! v i u 0 . So, we show that, 8u 2 P 9m; jmj n 1 + n 2 ; such that u E ! m Which means that (E; P) veri es the boundedness property.
Conversely, If (E; P) veri es the boundedness property then 9n such that 8w 2 P 9v; jvj n such that w E ! v Let us suppose that F is not nite, then there exists m 2 P such that jf(m)j > n. But there exists v; jvj n such that m E ! v. This means that m can be decomposed in u 1 u 2 such that u 1 2 (K + ") and ju 2 j n as u 2 is a su x of v. This is a contradiction with jf(m)j > n. We introduce the predicate P w1 (w 2 ) from the function f: De nition 7 P w1 (w 2 ) is true for w 1 w 2 2 i w 1 w 2 2 P and w 2 is a su x of f(w 1 w 2 ). Intuitively, P w1 (w 2 ) means that, for the word w 1 w 2 in P whatever rewriting you do, w 2 is never a ected by the rewriting.
Then we have obviously : Proposition 7 F is nite i fw 2 such that 9w 1 P w1 (w 2 )g is nite.
We will show that if P w1 (w 2 ) is true for some w 2 , such that jw 2 j > then there exists an in nity of words w such that P w1 (w). Moreover, some of these words have a bounded length. This will be precised in the lemma 2. But rst, let us express the property P w1 (w 2 ) as characteristics upon read-reduce computations.
As we are interested with the read-reduce computations whose correspond to words of a given regular set P, we construct the intersection of L(D) and P tt L . Of course, it is convenient to build (by product) a deterministic automaton. The deterministic automaton of L(D) \ (P tt L ) will be denoted D(P) Notation. Note that (w 1 ) fhg S where h = h 0 : P w 1 .
We show that it is possible to enumerate the set of the (w)'s. The (w)'s are subsets of 2 Q , so there is a nite number of (w)'s. Let us consider the following constructions 1 from D(P), leading to the (w)'s.
Step 1: Substitute "-transition for transition of the form (q; l; q 0 ) in D(P ) . Next we eliminate these "-transitions by usual manner. We obtain a new set of transitions that we call 1 . Let~ 1 the canonical relation on Q Q induced by 1 . We have the following property: (q 0 ; w; q) 2~ 1 , 9! (!) = w and (q 0 ; !; q) 2 D(P ) .
Step Lemma 2 Let n be the number of states of D(P). Let w 1 2 and = j (w 1 )j If P w1 (w 2 ) for some w 2 with jw 2 j > n then -w 2 has a decomposition w 2 = tuv where 0 < juj < n such that : 8k 2 IN; P w1 (tu k v) is true -9 w 0 2 2 , n < jw 0 2 j < 2n such that P w1 (w 0 2 )
Proof
Let us consider words w 1 ; w 2 such that P w1 (w 2 ). If jw 2 j is greater than n , then we can construct by using a pumping argument, a word w as long as we want that also satis es P w1 (w). If jw 2 j > n ) then ( ) w 2 can be decomposed into tuv with u 6 = ", and juj < n such that 8q 2 (w 1 ); q: D(P) t = q: D(P) tu.
Indeed, let q 1 ; q 2 ; : : :; q be an enumeration of (w 1 ).
Then (q 1 : D(P) :u; q 2 : D(P) :u; : : :; q : D(P) :u) for u 2 ( L) is a -uple of Q . And, there are n distinct tuples in Q .
So, we can state:
1 They can be seen as a projection followed by a determinization.
We study the boundedness property of P 1 = a .
We build M(P 1 ) recognizing P 1 tt fl 
Checking Algorithm for the Boundedness Property
From the previous results, the checking algorithm for the boundedness property for (E; P) can be write as follows:
(1)For all (w 1 )
(2)For all words w 2 2 , n < jw 2 j < 2n , w 1 w 2 2 P From proposition 9, if (?) then P w1 (w 2 ). As n < jw 2 j < 2n , from lemma 2, there is an in nity of words w such that P w1 (w). Finally, from propositions 7 and 6, we conclude that the boundedness property for (E; P) is false. (4) If the boundedness property for (E; P) is false, from lemma 2, some words satisfy the checked criteria. As it is not the case then the boundedness property for (E; P) is true. So we conclude : Theorem 1 The boundedness property for RW-Path Inclusions is decidable. Example 1 (end): The path query a has the boundedness property, in fact we have a " + a + b. Indeed, according to the previous algorithm, -from state 0 of = f0g, -from states 1, 4 of = f1; 2; 4g, -from states 2, 3 of = f2; 3g, we can always read an l before or after the rst a.
Second example
We consider the reduction rule ba ba ! b.
Let M(L) and M(R) be the automata recognizing the left and the right-hand side of this reduction rule : f0g  f4g  f1g  f4g  f4g  f5g  f5g  f5g  f6g  f6g  f6g  f6g  f1g  f1g  f2g  f2g f2; 3g f2; 6g f2; 3g f2; 3g f2; 3; 6g f2; 6g f2; 3; 6g f2; 6g f2; 3; 6g f2; 3; 6g f2; 3; 6g
The path query P = a ba b(a + b) has not the boundedness property. Indeed, for example, from = f5g, we can only read arbitrary long words which do not contain any l. For example, queries of the form a(a + b) n cannot be optimized using the path constraint ba ba b. Remark that for the same set of path constraints, the path query ba b(a + b) has the boundedness property.
